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Abstract. In bracket algebra, the calculation of invariant division and invariant Gro¨bner
basis proposed in [10] rely on straightening algorithm. Until now, there are at least three
different types of straightening algorithms, among which Rota’s straightening algorithm has
the best efficiency. However, there exists a flaw in Rota’s straightening algorithm, i.e., it needs
find all the straight bracket monomials with the same content as the input beforehand, which
is quite difficult. So in this paper, we will propose a new straightening algorithm based on
dual bracket, which is a new concept of Young tableau. In this new straightening algorithm,
we only need to find a few number of straight bracket monomials in each step instead of
finding them all in one step. And so it is an improvement of Rota’s straightening algorithm.
According to our tests, this new straightening algorithm reflects more advantages when the
dimension and the degree increase. Moreover, this straightening algorithm still works when
Rota’s straightening algorithm fails.
Key words: Bracket algebra; Capelli operator; straightening algorithm.
1 Introduction
The main study objects of classical invariant theory are invariants of the special linear group. Given
a n dimensional K-vector space V , and m vector variables
ai = (xi1, xi2, · · · , xin)T , i = 1, 2, · · · ,m (1.1)
of V . The first fundamental theorem of classical invariant theory [9], [13] states that all SL(n)-
invariants lie in the quotient ring of the polynomial ring generated by determinants
{[ai1ai2 · · ·ain ] := det(xirs)n×n | 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < in ≤ m}. (1.2)
This polynomial quotient ring is called bracket algebra, and determinant is called basic invariant.
Polynomials in bracket algebra are called bracket polynomials.
In bracket algebra, each determinant is a variable. However, if expanding all these determinants
and considered as polynomials in another polynomial ring
K[{xij | i = 1, 2, · · · ,m; j = 1, 2, · · · , n}], (1.3)
we will find that: There exist syzygies among determinants, i.e., there exist non bracket polynomials
which equal to zero after expanding all determinants. The ideal generated by all syzygies in the
polynomial ring generated by determinants (1.2) will be denoted as I, and called the syzygy ideal
of bracket algebra.
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A bracket polynomial can be written in its normal form via Young’s straightening algorithm
[12], [19], [20], this procedure is called straightening. From the viewpoint of computer algebra [13],
Young’s straightening algorithm is equivalent to the reduction procedure of a Gro¨bner bases of I
[14].
The invariant division in bracket algebra proposed in [10] is an algebraic operation among
straight bracket polynomials, so we need straighten each bracket polynomial in the process of
this invariant division. Classical straightening algorithm [19], [20] was proposed by Young in 1928.
Later, in 1991, White [18] examined the choices that are involved in implementing a straightening
algorithm and described some particular variations which they found to be relatively efficient, then
gave five different straightening algorithms. These five straightening algorithms all possess a high
efficiency than Young’s straightening algorithm based on his tests and our tests in section 5. These
six straightening algorithms are reduction procedures of different Gro¨bner bases of the syzygy ideal
I.
In 1974, Doubilet, Rota, and Stein [5] initially studied the theory structure about invari-
ant theory in the case of character zero and provided a straightening algorithm. Later, in 1978,
De´sarme´nien, Kung, and Rota [3] considered this problem furthermore, and using Capelli formula
[1] gave a self-contained combinatorial presentation about the validity of the straightening algo-
rithm in [5]. Rota’s straightening algorithm was also used to give a simple proof of the first and
second fundamental theorem of classical invariant theory. Different from the above two types of
straightening algorithms, Rota’s straightening algorithm is a procedure of the solving of a system
of linear equations.
By comparison, Rota’s straightening algorithm can deal with bracket polynomials of any degree
in each step. However, White’s straightening algorithms and the classical straightening algorithm
can only deal with bracket polynomial of degree two in each step. The most common case, however,
in practice has degree larger than two. So from this point, Rota’s straightening algorithm depicts
more advantages.
On the other hand, there is an awe-inspiring step in Rota’s straightening algorithm, i.e., find
all straight bracket monomials with the same content as the input bracket polynomial. This cer-
tainly can only be achieved by computer. Maybe because of this, few people prefer to use Rota’s
straightening algorithm to straighten bracket polynomials. From a lot of tests, we find that:
1. When the degree and dimension are relatively small, the enumeration of all straight bracket
monomials is not very difficult.
2. Assume that all straight bracket monomials have been got, then the texting results show that
Rota’s straightening algorithm is much better than White’s straightening algorithm. The reason
in my view is: Rota’s straightening algorithm is a procedure of the solving of a system of linear
equations Ax = b, where the coefficient matrix A is a lower triangular matrix with diagonal
elements nonzero. Matrix A depends on the degree, dimension and the content of the input
bracket polynomial. So, in the straightening process, if the degree, dimension and the content
keep invariant, then A is a common coefficient matrix, and only needed computed once.
3. When the degree and dimension are larger than five, the enumeration of all straight bracket
monomials becomes difficult. If the enumeration of all straight bracket monomials fails, then
Rota’s straightening algorithm can not works.
Therefore, in order to improve the efficiency of straightening algorithm and invariant division,
we need to make improvements on Rota’s straightening algorithm.
In [10], we established the relationship between bracket algebra and its coordinate polynomial
ring. One result shows that there exists an unique one to one correspondence between straight monic
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bracket monomials and standard monic coordinate monomials. From this correspondence, it’s not
too hard to give a straightening algorithm in bracket algebra from the viewpoint of coordinate
polynomial ring.
From the relationship between bracket algebra and its coordinate polynomial ring, we introduced
the concept of dual bracket. Dual bracket can be written in the Young tableau form just like bracket
monomials. Given a Young tableau, compress each column by Hadamard product as a vector, then
using permanent or determinant of matrices to define two types of dual bracket. A main result
about dual bracket is that: Each bracket monomial is a polynomial of dual brackets. Thus, this
gives us a method to study bracket monomials from the viewpoint of dual bracket.
Since dual bracket and coordinate monomial also has an one to one correspondence just like
the one to one correspondence between straight monic bracket monomials and standard monic
coordinate monomials, so the idea of giving a straightening algorithm in bracket algebra based on
coordinate polynomial ring is easily extended to dual bracket. However, these two straightening
algorithms do not have a high efficiency. The main reason relies on that in the expanding formula
of bracket monomial into dual bracket, not every term is needed. Only some special dual bracket
is necessary. Combining this special terms together, we will get a straight bracket polynomial,
denoted as SB(f), where f is a bracket polynomial. Therefore, according to SB(f), we get the new
straightening algorithm in bracket algebra.
The essence of this new straightening algorithm and the straightening algorithm based on co-
ordinate polynomial ring are the same. The main advantage of this new straightening algorithm
is: Dual bracket contains the same form (i.e., Young tableau form) as bracket monomials, so in
the calculation of SB(f), we may not need to expand bracket monomial into dual brackets. This
is impossible for coordinate polynomial ring. Note that the expanding expression contains (n!)d−1
terms, where n is the dimension, and d is the degree of the bracket monomial. So, we can see that
expanding will decrease the efficiency of the straightening algorithm.
In this paper, we will also present an algorithm of computing SB(f), which is independent of its
definition. The elementary idea of this algorithm comes from the algorithm of finding all straight
bracket monomials. In the algorithm of computing SB(f), there are four implied rules. Deleting the
third rule is the algorithm of finding all straight bracket monomials. This figures out that, we use
the third rule to give a restriction of finding all straight bracket monomials in Rota’s straightening
algorithm. Thus we only need to compute a few straight bracket monomials in each step. At the end
of this new straightening algorithm, the union of all terms of SB(f) is approximate to all straight
bracket monomials. Hence, the difficulty in Rota’s straightening algorithm is actually solved by
parts in the new straightening algorithm based on SB(f).
Form a lot of tests, we find that our straightening algorithm is much better than White’s
straightening algorithms, while a little worse than Rota’s straightening algorithm if all the straight
bracket monomials can be enumerated. However, when the degree of bracket monomials are higher
than 5, all straight bracket monomials are not easy to get anymore, and thus Rota’s straightening
algorithm can not works any more. But our straightening algorithm still works, so from this point,
this is a big improvement of Rota’s straightening algorithm. On the other hand, the results about
straightening coefficients obtained in [2], [4], [8] based on Rota’s straightening algorithm can also
be achieved by our straightening algorithm with a much more simple proof (Appendix II).
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we will review some basic definitions about Young
tableau and bracket algebra and some necessary results from the paper [10]. In section 3, we will
briefly introduce the classical straightening algorithm, White’s straightening algorithm and Rota’s
straightening algorithm. Section 4 is the main parts of this paper, it is devoted to give the definition
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of dual bracket, present some properties of dual bracket and the new straightening algorithm. In
section 5, we will make an analysis on the efficiency of the the three famous straightening algorithm
and our straightening algorithm via specific examples.
Notation: in this paper, all the bold letters such as bi, ci,di,yi, aij ,bij , cij ,dij , fij ,gij ,yij , . . .
except ei, ri without other description refers to elements of {a1, a2, . . . , am}.
2 Young tableau and bracket algebra
In this section, we will give a brief introduction about Young tableau and bracket algebra [3], [7],
[9], and will introduce some concepts about Young tableau for the convenience of the following
sections.
Let V be a n dimensional K-vector space, where char(K) 6= 2. Choosing m ≥ n vector variables
a1, a2, · · · , am from V , where the coordinate of ai(1 ≤ i ≤ m) is
ai = (xi1, xi2, · · · , xin)T . (2.1)
Definition 1. [9] The bracket of ai1 , ai2 , · · · , ain is denoted as [ai1ai2 · · · ain ] and defined as
[ai1ai2 · · · ain ] :=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
xi11 xi21 · · · xin1
xi12 xi22 · · · xin2
...
...
. . .
...
xi1n xi2n · · · xinn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (2.2)
The n dimensional bracket algebra generated by a1, a2, · · · , am, denoted as B[{ai : i = 1, 2, · · · ,m}],
is the K-polynomial ring:
K[{[ai1ai2 · · ·ain ] | 1 ≤ i1, i2, · · · , in ≤ m}]. (2.3)
module the ideal, which is called the syzygy ideal of bracket algebra, generated by:
B1. [ai1ai2 · · ·ain ] if ij = ik for some j 6= k.
B2. [ai1ai2 · · ·ain ]− sign(σ)[aiσ(1)aiσ(2) · · · aiσ(n) ] for any permutation σ of 1, 2, · · · , n.
GP.
n+1∑
k=1
(−1)k[ai1ai2 · · · aik−1aik+1 · · · ain+1 ][aikaj1aj2 · · · · · · ajn−1 ].
The fundamental notion in bracket algebra is Young tableau [3], [7]. Let (λ) = (λ1, λ2, · · · , λs)
be a partition of the integer n: that is, (λ) is a finite sequence of positive integers such that
λ1 + λ2 + · · ·+ λs = n, λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λs > 0. (2.4)
If (λ) is a partition of n, its shape, also denoted by (λ), is the set of integer points (i, j) in the
plane, with 1 ≤ j ≤ s and 1 ≤ i ≤ λj .
A Young tableau on the shape (λ) with values in the set A is an assignment of an element of
A to each point in the shape (λ). For example, Young tableaux of shape (λ) = (5, 4, 2, 2, 1, 1) with
values in the integers can be:
T1 =
31265
5213
63
45
9
9
T2 =
22222
2334
54
66
8
7
T3 =
12345
2345
34
45
6
7
T4 =
17899
2789
39
49
5
6
· · · · · ·
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In this paper, A is always assumed as {a1, a2, · · · , am} with order a1 ≺ a2 ≺ · · · ≺ am. We only
encounter the Young tableau with the following form:
y11 y12 · · · y1n
y21 y22 · · · y2n
...
...
. . .
...
yk1 yk2 · · · ykn
(2.5)
where n is called the dimension of the tableau, k is called the degree of the tableau. The following
are some necessary definitions about Young tableau in this paper.
Definition 2. Let Y be a Young tableau with the form (2.5).
(1). Suppose that 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ n, define the i-th row of Y as the following Young
tableau with degree 1, and dimension n:
yi1 yi2 · · · yin, (2.6)
Define the j-th column of Y as the following Young tableau with degree k, and dimension 1:
y1j
y2j
...
ykj
. (2.7)
(2). Y is called straight if the entries in each row are increasing from left to right, and the entries
in each column are nondecreasing downward.
Definition 3. Assume that U is a Young tableau of degree u, dimension k, V is a Young tableau
of degree v, dimension l,
(1). If u = v, define the row joint operation ◦R among them as:
X ◦R Y := X Y. (2.8)
(2). If k = l, define the column joint operation ◦C among them as:
X ◦C Y := XY . (2.9)
Definition 4. Let X be a Young tableau of degree d, dimension n, define
(1). the row normalization NR(X) of X as: Sorting each row of X, and do some row permuta-
tions on X such that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, the i-th row has a lower lexicographical order than the
(i+ 1)-th row of X when compared from left to right.
(2). the column normalization NC(X) of X as: Sorting each column of X, and do some column
permutations on X such that for any 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, the j-th column has a lower lexicographical
order than the (j + 1)-th column of X when compared from top to bottom.
Example 1. Let X =
a2 a7 a4
a3 a8 a9
a1 a6 a5
, then NR(X) =
a1 a5 a6
a2 a4 a7
a3 a8 a9
and NC(X) =
a1 a4 a6
a2 a5 a7
a3 a9 a8
.
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Definition 5. [9] Let
f = [a11a12 · · · a1n][a21a22 · · · a2n] · · · [ad1ad2 · · · adn], (2.10)
be a monic monomial in bracket algebra, called bracket monomial, where aij ∈ {a1, · · · , am}. Setting
F =
a11 a12 · · · a1n
a21 a22 · · · a2n
...
...
. . .
...
ad1 ad2 · · · adn
(2.11)
which is called the Young tableau of f . In addition, define
[F ] =


a11 a12 · · · a1n
a21 a22 · · · a2n
...
...
. . .
...
ad1 ad2 · · · adn

 = f. (2.12)
Due to the anti-symmetry property of determinant, a bracket monomial f in the form (2.10)
satisfies:
ai1 ≺ ai2 ≺ · · · ≺ ain , i = 1, 2, · · · , d;
(ai1, ai2, · · · , ain)  (a(i+1)1, a(i+1)2, · · · , a(i+1)n) lexicographically, i = 1, 2, · · · , d− 1,
(2.13)
will be called normal bracket monomial, or in normal form.
Definition 6. [9] A bracket monomial is said straight if its Young tableau is straight.
Lemma 1. [9], [17] (First Main Theorem of Classical Invariant Theory) Straight bracket mono-
mials comprise a basis of bracket algebra as a Z-module.
The way of writing a bracket polynomial into its normal form is called straightening. Young
[19], [20] was the first one who proposed an algorithm of straightening. We will return this topic in
the next section.
Definition 7. [10] The negative column order in bracket algebra is defined as: Let [F ], [G] be two
straight bracket monomials, with degree d and l respectively, if
1. d < l, or
2. d = l, while there exist i, j, such that F and G contain the same first (j − 1) column. Denoting
the j-th column of F and G are
f1j
f2j
...
fdj
and
g1j
g2j
...
glj
,
then for any k < i, fkj = gkj , but fij ≻ gij.
Then we call [F ] has a low negative column order than [G], denoted as [F ] ≺ [G].
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Lemma 2. [10] Let f be a bracket monomial in normal from where each bracket is nonzero. After
straightening f , the leading term of the normal form in the negative column order is f↓↓.
Definition 8. [10] The polynomial ring K[{xij | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}] is called the coordinate
polynomial ring of bracket algebra.
There is a natural correspondence between bracket algebra and its coordinate polynomial ring.
Any bracket polynomial f after expanding all determinants is a polynomial of the coordinate poly-
nomial ring, denoted as f c. Let e1, e2, · · · , en is a basis of V which satisfy [e1e2 · · · en] = 1. Choosing
the order:
e1 ≺ e2 ≺ · · · ≺ en ≺ a1 ≺ a2 ≺ · · · ≺ am.
Definition 9. [10] The degree-lex order generated by the following order, reading from left to right
and from top to bottom, in the coordinate polynomial ring is called negative basis order:
x1n ≻ x2n ≻ · · · ≻ xmn
≻ x1(n−1) ≻ x2(n−1) ≻ · · · ≻ xm(n−1)
...
...
...
...
≻ x11 ≻ x21 ≻ · · · ≻ xm1
(2.14)
Definition 10. Let f be a bracket monomial, define
LT (f) = the leading term of f under the negative column order,
LM(f) = the leading monomial of f under the negative column order,
LC(f) = the leading coefficient of f under the negative column order,
lt(f c) = the leading term of f c under the negative basis order,
lm(f c) = the leading monomial of f c under the negative basis order,
lc(f c) = the leading coefficient of f c under the negative basis order.
(2.15)
Definition 11. [10] A monomial M has the following form
xi111 xi211 . . . xid11
xi122 xi222 . . . xid22
...
xi1nn xi2nn . . . xidnn
(2.16)
is called standard monic coordinate monomial, where
1 ≤ ij1 < ij2 < . . . < ijn ≤ n, j = 1, 2, · · · , d. (2.17)
Lemma 3. [10] Any standard monic coordinate monomial M has the form (2.16) corresponds to
an unique straight Young tableau
F =
ai11 ai
1
2
· · · ai1n
ai21 ai
2
2
· · · ai2n
...
...
. . .
...
aid1
aid2
· · · aidn
, (2.18)
such that lt([F ]c) is (2.16).
Definition 12. The Young tableau (2.18) is called the Young tableau ofM , denoted as Tableau(M).
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3 Brief introduction of straightening algorithms in bracket algebra
In this section, we will briefly introduce three straightening algorithms: the classical straightening
algorithm [9], White’s straightening algorithm [18] and especially Rota’s straightening algorithm
[3], [5].
3.1 Classical straightening algorithm
The classical straightening algorithm in bracket algebra was proposed by Young [19], [20]. Let
Br = b1b2 · · ·br;
Cn+1 = c1c2 · · · cn+1;
Dn−1−r = d1d2 · · ·dn−1−r
(3.1)
be three sequences of a’s with length r, n+ 1 and n− 1− r respectively and
b1 ≺ b2 ≺ · · · ≺ br;
c1 ≺ c2 ≺ · · · ≺ cn+1;
d1 ≺ d2 ≺ · · · ≺ dn−1−r.
(3.2)
The van der Waerden (VW) syzygy is∑
(n−r,r+1)⊢Cn+1
[BrCn+1(1)][Cn+1(2)Dn−1−r] = 0, (3.3)
where Cn+1(1),Cn+1(2) are the Sweedler notation of two subsequences of length r+1, n−r obtained
by bipartitioning Cn+1, with the sign of permutation of the partition included in the notation.
Let f =
[
ai1 · · · air ajr+2 ajr+3 · · · ajn+1
aj1 · · · ajr ajr+1 ak1 · · · akn−r−1
]
be a non-straight bracket monomial of degree 2,
with
aiu  aju , u = 1, · · · , r; ajr+1 ≺ ajr+2 .
Then in (3.3), choosing
Br = ai1 · · ·air , Cn+1 = aj1 · · · ajn+1 , Dn−r−1 = ak1 · · · akn−r−1 .
We will get an equivalent expression of f with the first (r + 1) column straight. Continue this
procedure, and finally we can straighten f .
3.2 White’s implementation of classical straightening algorithm
Besides the VW relations, White also used the multiple sygyzy: Let C = c1 · · · cn be a sequence
about a’s with length n, {b1, · · · ,bn} ⊆ {a1, · · · , am}, then
[b1 · · ·bn][c1 · · · cn] =
∑
(n−r,r)⊢C
[b1 · · ·brC(1)][C(2)br+1 · · ·bn]. (3.4)
Based on different choices of VW syzygies and multiple syzygies, White gave five different
straightening algorithms. White also tested these five straightening algorithms and compared with
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the classical straightening algorithm. According to his results, all the five straightening algorithms
have a higher efficiency than the classical straightening algorithm. And algorithm C and algorithm
D are much better than the other three.
As we can see, the classical straightening algorithm and White’s straightening algorithms can
only deal with bracket polynomials of degree two, because all the syzygies have degree two in each
step. Indeed, VW syzygy and multiple sygyzy are two different Gro¨bner bases of the syzygy ideal
of bracket algebra. So, the classical straightening algorithm and White’s straightening algorithms
are procedures of Gro¨bner bases reduction.
Definition 13. [3] The column order in bracket algebra is defined as: Let [F ], [G] be two straight
bracket monomials, with degree d and l respectively, if
1. d < l, or
2. d = l, while there exist i, j, such that F and G contain the same first (j − 1) column. Denoting
the j-th column of F and G are
f1j
f2j
...
fdj
and
g1j
g2j
...
glj
,
then for any k < i, fkj = gkj , but fij ≺ gij.
Then we call [F ] has a low column order than [G], denoted as [F ] ≺c [G].
Definition 14. The multiple order ≺m in bracket algebra is defined as: Let [F ], [G] be two bracket
monomials, then we say [F ] ≺m [G] if
1. Under the negative column order, [F ↓↓] ≺ [G↓↓], or
2. [F ↓↓] = [G↓↓], and under the column order, F ≺ G.
Proposition 1. Multiple syzygies forms a Gro¨bner basis of the syzygy ideal of bracket algebra under
the multiple order.
Proof. Let f be a bracket monomial of degree 2, and dimension n. For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, under the
lexicographical orer, the smaller element in the j-th column of f , if appeared in the first row, then
denoted as s1j ; if appeared in the second row, then denoted as s2j. The larger element in the j-th
column of f will be denoted as mj . Assume that there are r smaller elements in the first row. In
(3.4), choosing
c1c2 · · · cn =m1m2 · · ·mn;
b1b2 · · ·br = s1j1s1j2 · · · s1jr ;
br+1br+2 · · ·bn = s2jr+1s2jr+2 · · · s2jn ,
we get a new expression of f . Under the multiple order, the leading term of this new expression
is f↓↓, which is straight. This means, multiple syzygies decreases the multiple order. Therefore,
multiple syzygies forms a Gro¨bner basis of the syzygy ideal of bracket algebra under the multiple
order. 
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3.3 Rota’s straightening algorithm
Let f be a monic bracket monomial, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m, denote αi as the number of ai appeared in
f , then
(α) = (α1, α2, · · · , αm) (3.5)
is called the content of f . Let {r1, r2, · · · , rn} be n vector variables with the property that
[r1r2 · · · rn] = 1.
Definition 15. For any l ≥ 1 and rj , ai, define the set polarization operators
Dl(rj , ai) : B[{au, rv}] −→ B[{au, rv}] (3.6)
as
1. if αi < l, then Dl(rj , ai)(f) := 0;
2. if αi ≥ l, then Dl(rj , ai)(f) :=
∑Clαi
r=1 fr, where f1, f2, · · · , fClαi are all the C
l
αi distinct bracket
monomials obtained from f by replacing each subset of l vectors ai by l vectors rj.
Example 2. Let f =

a1a2a4a2a3a5
a2a6a8

, then
D2(r1, a2)(f) =

 a1r1a4r1a3a5
a2a6a8

+

 a1r1a4a2a3a5
r1a6a8

+

a1a2a4r1a3a5
r1a6a8

 .
The set polarization operators are commute with each other, which constitute the basic elements
of Capelli operator.
Definition 16. Let f be a monic bracket monomial, the Capelli operator generated by f is
C(f) :=
∏
1≤q≤n
∏
1≤i≤m
Dηi(q)(rq, ai), (3.7)
where ηi(q) equals to the the number of occurrences of ai in the q-th column of f .
Example 3. Let f =

a1a5a6a2a3a7
a3a6a8

, and m = 8, n = 3. Then
η1(1) = η2(1) = η3(1) = 1, ηi(1) = 0, (i = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9);
η3(2) = η5(2) = η6(2) = 1, ηj(2) = 0, (j = 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 9);
η6(3) = η7(3) = η8(3) = 1, ηk(3) = 0, (k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
So
C(f) = D1(r1, a1)D1(r1, a2)D1(r1, a3)D1(r2, a3)D1(r2, a5)
D1(r2, a6)D1(r3, a6)D1(r3, a8)D1(r3, a9).
Operating this on f , we get C(f)(f) =

r1r2r3r1r2r3
r1r2r3

. Let g =

a1a2a3a3a6a7
a5a6a8

, then C(f)(g) = 0.
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Lemma 4. [3] Let f and g be two monic bracket monomials, with the same content, and f ≻ g
under the negative column order, then C(f)(f) 6= 0, and C(f)(g) = 0.
More about Capelli operator can be found in [2].
Lemma 5. [3] Assume that {S1, S2, · · · , SN} are the set of all straight bracket monomials with the
same content as f . Under the negative column order S1 ≻ S2 ≻ · · · ≻ SN , then there exist unique
λi (i = 1, 2, · · · , N), such that
f =
∑
λiSi. (3.8)
When operating C(Si) on f , we will get a system of linear equations about λ1, λ2, · · · , λN . The
coefficient matrix is a lower triangular matrix and the diagonal elements are all nonzero.
Therefore, we have the following Rota’s straightening algorithm [3], [4]:
Algorithm 1 Straightening algorithm based on Capelli operator: rota
Input: a homogeneous bracket polynomial F
Output: the straight expression of F
1: Find the set S = {S1, · · · , SN} of all straight bracket monomials, where each Si has the same content
as F , under the negative column order Si ≻ Si+1.
2: Set f := F, g := 0.
3: For i from 1 to N do
If C(Si)(f) 6= 0, then
g := g + C(Si)(f)Si, f := f − C(Si)(f)Si.
End if; End do.
4: return g.
Example 4. Let f =
[
a1a4a6
a2a3a5
]
, then all straight bracket monomials with the same content as f
are:
f1 =
[
a1a3a5
a2a4a6
]
, f2 =
[
a1a3a4
a2a5a6
]
, f3 =
[
a1a2a5
a3a4a6
]
, f4 =
[
a1a2a4
a3a5a6
]
, f5 =
[
a1a2a3
a4a5a6
]
.
We assume that f = λ1f1 + λ2f2 + λ3f3 + λ4f4 + λ5f5. By lemma 5, we have the following system
of linear equations: 

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 1




λ1
λ2
λ3
λ4
λ5

 =


1
0
−1
0
0

 ,
with solution: λ1 = 1, λ2 = 0, λ3 = −1, λ4 = 0, λ5 = −1. Hence
f =
[
a1a3a5
a2a4a6
]
−
[
a1a2a3
a4a5a6
]
−
[
a1a2a5
a3a4a6
]
.
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4 Dual bracket and straightening algorithm based on it
In this section, we will present the concept of dual bracket, which is a new concept about Young
tableau. Then some propositions about dual bracket will be given. Finally, we will show the new
straightening algorithm in bracket algebra based on dual bracket, and describe its relationship with
Rota’s straightening algorithm.
Definition 17. [11] (1). Let A = (uij)n×n be a matrix, the permanent of A is defined as:
perm(A) =
∑
σ∈Sn
u1σ(1)u2σ(2) · · ·unσ(n).
(2). Let B = (vij)r×s and C = (wij)r×s be two matrices with the same shape, the Hadamard product
of these two matrices is defined as:
B ⊙ C = (vijwij)r×s.
Definition 18. Suppose that Y =
y11 y12 · · · y1n
y21 y22 · · · y2n
...
...
. . .
...
yd1 yd2 · · · ydn
is a Young tableau with degree d and dimension
n, where yij ∈ {a1, · · · , am}. Let H be the matrix
H = (y11 ⊙ y21 · · · ⊙ yd1, y12 ⊙ y22 · · · ⊙ yd1, · · · , y1n ⊙ y2n · · · ⊙ ydn). (4.1)
Then define
〈Y 〉 := perm(H), {Y } := det(H), (4.2)
where 〈Y 〉 is called an even dual bracket of Y , {Y } is called an odd dual bracket of Y , d and n are
called the degree and dimension of dual bracket respectively.
Example 5. (1). Assume that A =
(
x1 x2
x3 x4
)
, then perm(A) = x1x4 + x2x3.
(2). If B =
(
y1 y2
y3 y4
)
, then A⊙B =
(
x1y1 x2y2
x3y3 x4y4
)
.
(3). Suppose that n = d = 2, then{
a1 a2
a3 a4
}
= x1x3y2y4 + x2x4y1y3,
〈
a1 a2
a3 a4
〉
= x1x3y2y4 − x2x4y1y3.
The following is an easy proved property about dual bracket.
Proposition 2. (1). An even dual bracket contains n! terms, which is invariant if we permute two
elements in a column, and also invariant under the permutation of two columns entirely.
(2). An odd dual bracket contains n! terms, which is invariant if we permute two elements in a
column, while anti-invariant under the permutation of two columns entirely.
Definition 19. Assume that Y = C1 C2 · · · Cn is a Young tableau of degree d and dimension n,
where Cj is the j-th column of Y . Let σ ∈ Sn, then define
σ(T ) := Cσ(1) Cσ(2) · · · Cσ(n). (4.3)
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Theorem 1. (Multiplication Rules among Dual Brackets) Let C,D be two Young tableaux with the
same dimension n, then
(i1): 〈C〉〈D〉 =
∑
σ∈Sn
〈
C
σ(D)
〉
, (i2): 〈C〉〈D〉 =
∑
σ∈Sn
〈
σ(C)
D
〉
;
(ii1): 〈C〉{D} =
∑
σ∈Sn
sign(σ)
{
C
σ(D)
}
, (ii2): 〈C〉{D} =
∑
σ∈Sn
{
σ(C)
D
}
;
(iii1): {C}{D} =
∑
σ∈Sn
sign(σ)
〈
C
σ(D)
〉
, (iii2): {C}{D} =
∑
σ∈Sn
sign(σ)
〈
σ(C)
D
〉
.
(4.4)
Proof. We only give a proof of (i1), other proofs are similar. Assume that the degree of C and D
are k and l respectively,
C =
c11 c12 · · · c1n
c21 c22 · · · c2n
...
...
. . .
...
ck1 ck2 · · · ckn
, D =
d11 d12 · · · d1n
d21 d22 · · · d2n
...
...
. . .
...
dl1 dl2 · · · dln
.
Setting cij = (xij,1, xij,2, · · · , xij,n)T ,duv = (yuv,1, yuv,2, · · · , yuv,n)T be the coordinates, then
∑
σ∈Sn
〈
σ(C)
D
〉
=
∑
σ∈Sn
{ ∑
τ∈Sn
(
x1σ(1),τ(1)x2σ(1),τ(1) · · ·xkσ(1),τ(1) · · ·x1σ(n),τ(n)x2σ(n),τ(n)
· · ·xkσ(n),τ(n)
)
×
(
y11,τ(1)y21,τ(1) · · · yk1,τ(1) · · · y1n,τ(n)y2n,τ(n) · · · ykn,τ(n)
)}
=
∑
τ∈Sn
( ∑
σ∈Sn
x1σ(1),τ(1)x2σ(1),τ(1) · · ·xkσ(1),τ(1) · · ·x1σ(n),τ(n)x2σ(n),τ(n)
· · ·xkσ(n),τ(n)
)
×
(
y11,τ(1)y21,τ(1) · · · yk1,τ(1) · · · y1n,τ(n)y2n,τ(n) · · · ykn,τ(n)
)
=
∑
τ∈Sn
( ∑
ρ∈Sn
(
x11,ρ(1)x21,ρ(1) · · ·xk1,ρ(1) · · ·x1n,ρ(n)x2n,ρ(n) · · ·xkn,τ(n)
))
×
(
y11,τ(1)y21,τ(1) · · · yk1,τ(1) · · · y1n,τ(n)y2n,τ(n) · · · ykn,τ(n)
)
=
( ∑
ρ∈Sn
x11,ρ(1)x21,ρ(1) · · ·xk1,ρ(1) · · ·x1n,ρ(n)x2n,ρ(n) · · ·xkn,τ(n)
)
×
( ∑
τ∈Sn
y11,τ(1)y21,τ(1) · · · yk1,τ(1) · · · y1n,τ(n)y2n,τ(n) · · · ykn,τ(n)
)
= 〈C〉〈D〉.
The theorem has been proved. 
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This theorem depicts a reason why we call 〈T 〉 even dual bracket, {T } odd dual bracket: the
multiplication rules among dual brackets are similar to the addition rules among even and odd
integral numbers.
Definition 20. Assume that Y =
R1
R2
...
Rd
is a Young tableau of degree d and dimension n, where Ri
is the i-th row of Y . Let σ1, σ2, · · · , σd ∈ Sn. Define
Yσ1,σ2,...,σd :=
σ1(R1)
σ2(R2)
...
σd(Rd)
. (4.5)
Definition 21. Let Y be a Young tableau with degree d and dimension n. Define
DT (Y ) :=
∑
σ2,··· ,σd∈Sn
sign(σ2) · · · sign(σd) Yid,σ2,...,σd , (4.6)
which is called the dual tableau polynomial of Y . Moreover, define
DB([Y ]) = [DT (Y )], (4.7)
which is called the dual bracket polynomial of [Y ].
Definition 22. Let Y be a Young tableau with degree d and dimension n. Setting
S =
{
(τ2, · · · , τd) ∈ Sd−1n
∣∣∣ NC(Yid,τ2,...,τd) is straight}, (4.8)
where NC(Yid,τ2,...,τd) is the column normalized tableau of Yid,τ2,...,τd. Define
ST (Y ) :=
∑
(τ2,··· ,τd)∈S
sign(τ2) · · · sign(τd) NC(Yid,τ2,...,τd), (4.9)
which is called the special tableau polynomial of Y . Also define
SB([Y ]) := [ST (Y )], (4.10)
which is called the special bracket polynomial of the bracket monomial [Y ].
Example 6. Let Y =
a1 a3 a5
a2 a4 a6
, d = 2, n = 3, then
NC(DT (Y )) =
a1 a3 a5
a2 a4 a6
− a1 a3 a4
a2 a6 a5
− a1 a2 a5
a4 a3 a6
+
a1 a2 a3
a4 a5 a6
+
a1 a2 a4
a6 a3 a5
− a1 a2 a3
a6 a5 a4
,
ST (Y ) =
a1 a3 a5
a2 a4 a6
+
a1 a2 a3
a4 a5 a6
.
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This example shows that ST (Y ) has fewer terms than NC(DT (Y )).
Theorem 2. Let Y be a Young tableau with degree d and dimension n. Then
[Y ]c =
{ 〈DT (Y )〉, if d is even;
{DT (Y )}, if d is odd.
(4.11)
Proof. By induction on d. If d = 1, then [Y ]c = {Y }, and thus (4.11) holds apparently. Assume
that (4.11) holds for d = r. We next prove (4.11) holds for d = r+ 1. Denote Y = S ◦C R, where S
is a Young tableau constituted by the first r rows of Y , and R is the remaining Young tableau in
Y with degree 1.
If r is even, then
[Y ]c =
∑
σ2,··· ,σr∈Sn
sign(σ2) · · · sign(σr)〈Sid,σ2,...,σr 〉{R} (By induction)
=
∑
σ2,··· ,σr,σr+1∈Sn
sign(σ2) · · · sign(σr)sign(σr+1)
{
Sid,σ2,...,σr
σr+1(R)
}
(By (ii1) of (4.4))
=
∑
σ2,··· ,σr+1∈Sn
sign(σ2) · · · sign(σr+1){Yid,σ2,...,σr+1}.
If r is odd, then
[Y ]c =
∑
σ2,··· ,σr∈Sn
sign(σ2) · · · sign(σr){Sid,σ2,...,σr}{R} (By induction)
=
∑
σ2,··· ,σr,σr+1∈Sn
sign(σ2) · · · sign(σr)sign(σr+1)
〈
Sid,σ2,...,σr
σr+1(R)
〉
(By (iii1) of (4.4))
=
∑
σ2,··· ,σr+1∈Sn
sign(σ2) · · · sign(σr+1)〈Yid,σ2,...,σr+1〉.
Therefore, (4.11) is right. 
Lemma 6. Let Y be a Young tableau, then under the negative column order, the leading term of
SB([Y ]) is [Y ]↓↓. So for any two Young tableaux X,Y , SB([X ]) ≻ SB([Y ]) under the negative
column order if and only if lt([X ]c) ≻ lt([Y ]c) under the negative basis order.
Proof. We only need to prove that under the negative coordinate order, the leading term lt(SB([Y ])c)
of the coordinate expanding expression SB([Y ])c of SB([Y ]) equals to the leading term lt(([Y ]↓↓)c)
of the coordinate expanding expression ([Y ]↓↓)c of [Y ]↓↓. This is verified by the following three
facts:
(a). [Y ]↓↓ is a term of SB([Y ]),
(b). lt([Y ]c) = lt(([Y ]↓↓)c),
(c). By (4.9) we know that lt(SB([Y ])c) equals to lt([NC(Yid,τ2,...,τd)]
c) for some τ2, · · · , τd ∈ Sn.
In addition, by (4.6) we know that lt([NC(Yid,τ2,...,τd)]
c) equals to either a term of 〈DT (Y 〉 or a
term of {DT (Y )}, this depends on the degree. Therefore, from (4.11), we have lt([NC(Yid,τ2,...,τd)]c)
equals to a term of the coordinate expanding expression of [Y ]. 
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Based on the relationship between bracket algebra and its coordinate polynomial ring, i.e.,
lemma 3, we can easily get the following straightening algorithm about bracket polynomials.
Algorithm 2 Straightening algorithm based on coordinate ring
Input: A homogeneous bracket polynomial F =
∑M
i=1 αi[Xi]
Output: The straightening expression of F
1: For i from 1 to M do
compute the coordinate expanding expression [Xi]
c of [Xi]
end do
2: Set p :=
∑
αi[Xi]
c, g := 0.
3: While p 6= 0 do
M := lt(p), p := p− [Tableau(M)]c, g := g + [Tableau(M)].
End do.
4: return g.
Theorem 2 together with lemma 6 imply that we can also study bracket polynomials from dual
bracket, and this can get the same results as from coordinate rind. Based on algorithm 2, we can
get the following straightening algorithm about bracket polynomials.
Algorithm 3 Straightening algorithm based on coordinate ring: db
Input: A homogeneous bracket polynomial F =
∑M
i=1 αi[Xi]
Output: The straightening expression of F
1: For i from 1 to M do
compute SB([Xi])
end do
2: Set q :=
∑
αiSB([Xi]), g := 0.
3: While p 6= 0 do
L := LC(q)LM(q), q := q − LC(q)SB(LM(q)), g := g + L.
End do.
4: return g.
Proposition 3. Algorithm 3 terminates in finite steps and return the straight expression of F .
Proof. Due to the similar procedure of algorithm 2 and algorithm 3. By lemma 6, for any Young
tableau R, lt(SB([R]]c) = lt([R]c). So in algorithm 3, the leading term of the coordinate expanding
expression of LT (q) = LC(q)LM(q) is lt(LT (q)c), which equals to lt(p) in algorithm 2. Since
algorithm 2 terminates in finite steps and return the straight expression of F , and so is algorithm
3. 
Example 7. Let f =
[
a1a4a6
a2a3a5
]
, then
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Step 1, by lemma 2, the leading term of the straight expression of f under the negative column
order is f1 = f
↓↓ =
[
a1a3a5
a2a4a6
]
. Then we need to calculate SB(f)− SB(f1). By definition
SB(f) =
[
a1a3a5
a2a4a6
]
−
[
a1a2a5
a3a4a6
]
; SB(f1) =
[
a1a3a5
a2a4a6
]
+
[
a1a2a3
a4a5a6
]
.
So
SB(f)− SB(f1) = −
[
a1a2a5
a3a4a6
]
−
[
a1a2a3
a4a5a6
]
.
Hence the leading term of SB(f)− SB(f1) under the negative column order is f2 = −
[
a1a2a5
a3a4a6
]
.
Step 2, compute SB(f2) = f2, so SB(f) − SB(f1) − SB(f2) = −
[
a1a2a3
a4a5a6
]
, whose leading
term under the negative column order is f3 = −
[
a1a2a3
a4a5a6
]
.
Step 3, compute SB(f3) = f3, so SB(f)−SB(f1)−SB(f2)−SB(f3) = 0, algorithm terminates.
Finally we get
f = f1 + f2 + f3 =
[
a1a3a5
a2a4a6
]
−
[
a1a2a3
a4a5a6
]
−
[
a1a2a5
a3a4a6
]
.
The following proposition describes the relationship between dual bracket and Capelli operator,
and then describes the relationship between algorithm 3 and Rota’s straightening algorithm.
Proposition 4. Let f, g be two bracket monomials with the same content. Assume that C(f)(g) 6= 0,
and DB(g) =
∑
λigi. Then there exists an unique i, such that f = gi and C(f)(g) = λi.
Proof. Let f = [F ] = [fij ] and g = [G] = [gij ], where fij ,gij ∈ {a1, a2, · · · , am}. Assume that they
have degree d and dimension n.
Case 1, multilinear case. Since f, g have the same content, so for any 1 ≤ i ≤ d and 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
there exist unique 1 ≤ uij ≤ d and 1 ≤ vij ≤ n, such that gij = fuijvij . So
g =


fu11v11 fu12v12 · · · fu1nv1n
fu21v21 fu22v22 · · · fu2nv2n
...
...
. . .
...
fud1vd1 fud2vd2 · · · fudnvdn

 and C(f)(g) =


rv11 rv12 · · · rv1n
rv21 rv22 · · · rv2n
...
...
. . .
...
rvd1 rvd2 · · · rvdn

 .
Since C(f)(g) 6= 0, so for any 1 ≤ i ≤ d, there is an unique σi ∈ Sn, such that
(1, 2, · · · , n) = (viσi(1), viσi(2), · · · , viσi(n)).
Then we have C(f)(g) = sign(σ1)sign(σ2) · · · sign(σd). Therefore, F ↓↓ = G↓↓σ1,σ2,··· ,σd . Note that
Gσ1,σ2,··· ,σd = σ1(Gid,σ−11 σ2,··· ,σ
−1
1 σd
),
and Gid,σ−11 σ2,··· ,σ
−1
1 σd
is a term of DB(g). Because of proposition 2, if d is even, then the coefficient
is
sign(σ1)
d−1sign(σ2) · · · sign(σd) = sign(σ1)sign(σ2) · · · sign(σd) = C(f)(g);
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and if d is odd, then the coefficient is
sign(σ1)
dsign(σ2) · · · sign(σd) = sign(σ1)sign(σ2) · · · sign(σd) = C(f)(g).
Therefore, there is a i, such that f = gi and λi = C(f)(g).
Case 2, general case. Since f, g have the same content, so for any 1 ≤ i ≤ d and 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
there exists an unique kij , such that for any 1 ≤ xij ≤ kij , we have gij = fuijxij vijxij . So
g =


fu11x11v11x11 fu12x12v12x12 · · · fu1nx1nv1nx1n
fu21x21v21x21 fu22x22v22x22 · · · fu2nx2nv2nx2n
...
...
. . .
...
fud1xd1vd1xd1 fud2xd2vd2xd2 · · · fudnxdnvdnxdn

 ,
C(f)(g) =
∑
1≤i≤d
∑
1≤j≤n
∑
1≤xij≤kij


rv11x11 rv12x12 · · · rv1nx1n
rv21x21 rv22x22 · · · rv2nx2n
...
...
. . .
...
rvd1xd1 rvd2xd2 · · · rvdnxdn

 .
Since C(f)(g) 6= 0, so there exist xij , such that
s :=


rv11x11 rv12x12 · · · rv1nx1n
rv21x21 rv22x22 · · · rv2nx2n
...
...
. . .
...
rvd1xd1 rvd2xd2 · · · rvdnxdn

 6= 0.
So for any 1 ≤ i ≤ d, there is an unique σi ∈ Sn, such that
(1, 2, · · · , n) = (viσi(1)xiσi(1) , viσi(2)xiσi(2) , · · · , viσi(n)xiσi(n)).
Then we have s = sign(σ1)sign(σ2) · · · sign(σd). Therefore, F ↓↓ = G↓↓σ1,σ2,··· ,σd . Note that
Gσ1,σ2,··· ,σd = σ1(Gid,σ−11 σ2,··· ,σ
−1
1 σd
),
and Gid,σ−11 σ2,··· ,σ
−1
1 σd
is a term of DB(g). Similarly, because of proposition 2, if d is even, then the
coefficient is
sign(σ1)
d−1sign(σ2) · · · sign(σd) = sign(σ1)sign(σ2) · · · sign(σd) = s;
and if d is odd, then the coefficient is
sign(σ1)
dsign(σ2) · · · sign(σd) = sign(σ1)sign(σ2) · · · sign(σd) = s.
Therefore, adding them all we also get that there exists a i, such that f = gi and λi = C(f)(g).
Thus, this proposition is right. 
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Corollary 1. Let f be a bracket monomial of degree d. Let {S1, S2, · · · , SN} be the set of all straight
bracket monomial of degree d, with the property that Si ≻ Si+1 under the negative column order.
Then
SB(f) =
N∑
i=1
C(Si)(f)Si. (4.12)
The essential step in algorithm 3 relies on the computation of SB([X ]) = [ST (X)], where X is a
Young tableau. In the following, we first present an algorithm to compute ST (X) in the multi-linear
case, i.e., all the vector variables in X are different.
LetX be a Young tableau of degree d and dimension n. If n = 1, then it’s obvious ST (X) = X↓↓.
We now assume that n > 1. Denote all the vector variables appeared in X are {d1,d2, · · · ,ddn},
and di ≺ di+1, (1 ≤ i ≤ dn− 1) lexicographically. For any 1 ≤ s ≤ d, set
Us = {d1,d2, · · · ,d(s−1)n+1}. (4.13)
Define the first column set of ST (X) as
FC(X) :=
{u1u2
...
ud
∣∣∣ for all 1 ≤ s ≤ d, us ∈ Us, us ≻ us−1, in T,u1,u2, · · · ,ud do not lie
in the same row
}
.
(4.14)
Definition 23. Let V be a Young tableau of degree d dimension 1, W be a Young tableau of degree
d dimension k. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ d, assume that the i-th element of V lies in the pi-th position in
the i-th row of W .
(1). In the i-th row of W , delete the pi-th element, the result is denoted as W\V , called delete
V in W by rows.
(2). For any 1 ≤ i ≤ d, move all the elements after the pi-th position forward in W\V , the
result is denoted as DCR(W,V ), called delete and compress V in W by rows.
Denote all elements in FC(X) asC1, C2, · · · , Cα. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ α, denoteDi = NR(DCR(X,Ci)),
which is a Young tableau of dimension (n − 1). By induction, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ α, we assume that
ST (Di) has been computed, denoted as ST (Di) =
∑ξi
j=1 λijEij . For 1 ≤ i ≤ α, define
Λi =
{
1 ≤ j ≤ ξi
∣∣∣ Ci ◦R Eij is straight}. (4.15)
For any 1 ≤ i ≤ α, 1 ≤ j ≤ d, assume the j-th element of Ci lies in the qij -th column of X , define
ǫi =
d∑
j=1
(qij − 1). (4.16)
Denoting the first row of X as t1 t2 · · · tn. For any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let tk appears in the ωijk-th column
of Ci ◦R Eij , define the permutation πij ∈ Sn as
πij(k) = ωijk, (∀ k = 1, 2, · · · , n). (4.17)
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Lemma 7. Let Ω = {ω1, ω2, · · · , ωk} ⊆ {1, 2, · · · , n} be a subset, define the shift permutation of Ω
as
sΩ :
(
ω1, ω2, · · · , ωk−1, ωk
) 7→ (ωk, ω1, ω2, · · · , ωk−1), (4.18)
By keeping the elements outside of Ω invariant, sΩ can be extended as a permutation of {1, 2, · · · , n},
which is also denoted as sΩ. Then any permutation ρ ∈ Sn can be factored as the composition of n
shift permutation.
Proof. For any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, set Φk = {1, 2, · · · , ρ(k)}, Ωk = Φk − Φk ∩ {ρ(1), · · · , ρ(k − 1)}. Then
it’s easy to verify that
(1, 2, · · · , n) sΩ1−−→ (ρ(1), 1, 2, · · · , ˇρ(1), · · · , n)
sΩ2−−→ (ρ(1), ρ(2), 1, 2, · · · , ˇρ(1), · · · , ˇρ(2), · · · , n)
· · · · · · · · ·
sΩn−−→ (ρ(1), ρ(2), · · · , ρ(n))
So ρ = sΩn ◦ sΩn−1 ◦ · · · ◦ sΩ1 , and sign(ρ) = (−1)#(Ω1)−1 · · · (−1)#(Ωn)−1. 
Proposition 5. Notation as above, then
ST (X) =
α∑
i=1
∑
j∈Λi
sign(πij)
d(−1)ǫiλij Ci ◦R Eij . (4.19)
Proof. Setting ST (X) =
∑
ζk Pk ◦R Qk, where the dimension of Pk and Qk are 1 and (n − q)
respectively. By definition 22, there exist ρ2, · · · , ρd ∈ Sn, such that
Pk ◦R Qk = NC(Xρ2,...,ρd) =
r11 r12 · · · r1n
r21 r22 · · · r2n
...
...
. . .
...
rd1 rd2 · · · rdn
.
For any 1 ≤ s ≤ d, in Pk ◦R Qk the elements has a low order than rs1 must appears in the first
(s − 1) rows, which contains (s − 1)n elements totally, so rs1 ∈ Us. By the definition of ST (X),
under the lexicographical order rs1 ≻ r(s−1)1 and r11, r21, · · · , rd1 can not appear in the same row
of X , so Pk ∈ FC(T ), which means the first column of each elements of ST (X) comes from FC(X).
Similarly, the first column of each Qk also comes from some FC(Dlk). Therefore, there exist i, j,
such that Pk ◦R Qk = Ci ◦R Eij .
By lemma 7, if set τ2, · · · , τd ∈ Sn, then ǫiλij = sign(τ2) · · · sign(τd).
Finally, by lemma 2, in (4.19), sign(πij)
d is necessary. 
By the above analysis and proposition 5, we have the following algorithm to compute ST (X)
in the multi-linear case.
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Algorithm 4 Compute ST (X) in the multi-linear case
Input: A Young tableau X of degree d and dimension n
Output: ST (X)
1: Enumerate all the vector variables {d1, · · · ,ddn} in X, where di ≻ di−1.
2: Compute FC(X) based on (4.14), whose elements are C1, · · · , Cα. For any ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ α, define Di =
NR(DCR(X,Ci)).
3: Repeating step 1,2 on Di (i = 1, 2, · · · , α), then we can get ST (Di) =
∑ξi
j=1 λijEij .
By (4.15), (4.16), (4.17), for any 1 ≤ i ≤ α, 1 ≤ j ≤ d, compute Λi, ǫi, πij .
4: return
∑α
i=1
∑
j∈Λi
sign(πij)
d(−1)ǫiλij Ci ◦R Eij .
Example 8. Let X =
a1 a8 a9
a2 a5 a7
a3 a4 a6
, and d = n = 3. In algorithm 4,
Step 1, all vector variables in X are {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8, a9}, so by definition,
U1 = {a1}; U2 = {a1, a2, a3, a4}; U3 = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7}.
Step 2, by (4.14), all elements in FC(X) are:
C1 =
a1
a2
a3
, C2 =
a1
a2
a4
, C3 =
a1
a2
a6
, C4 =
a1
a3
a5
, C5 =
a1
a3
a7
, C6 =
a1
a4
a5
, C7 =
a1
a4
a7
.
Then, we have
D1 =
a4 a6
a5 a7
a8 a9
, D2 =
a3 a6
a5 a7
a8 a9
, D3 =
a3 a4
a5 a7
a8 a9
, D4 =
a2 a7
a4 a6
a8 a9
, D5 =
a2 a5
a4 a6
a8 a9
, D6 =
a2 a7
a3 a6
a8 a9
, D7 =
a2 a5
a3 a6
a8 a9
.
Step 3, compute ST (Di), (i = 1, 2, · · · , 7). For D1, all vector variables are {a4, a5, a6, a7, a8,
a9}. FC(D1) = {C11 =
a4
a5
a8
}, so D11 = NR(DCR(Di, C11)) =
a6
a7
a9
. Thus ST (D11) = D11, therefore
ST (D1) = D1.
For the other six, the calculations are similar, so we omit the details, and only give the final
results: ST (D2) = D2, ST (D3) = D3, ST (D5) = D5, ST (D7) = D7, ST (D4) =
a2 a6
a4 a7
a8 a9
−
a2 a4
a6 a7
a8 a9
,
ST (D6) =
a2 a6
a3 a7
a8 a9
−
a2 a3
a6 a7
a8 a9
.
Step 4, Λ1 = Λ2 = Λ3 = Λ5 = Λ7 = {1}, Λ4 = {1, 2}, Λ6 = {2}, ǫ1 = 0, ǫ2 = 1, ǫ3 = 2, ǫ4 =
1, ǫ5 = 2, ǫ6 = 2, ǫ7 = 3, all πij are identity permutation.
Finally, we have
ST (X) =
a1 a4 a6
a2 a5 a7
a3 a8 a9
−
a1 a3 a6
a2 a5 a7
a4 a8 a9
+
a1 a3 a4
a2 a5 a7
a6 a8 a9
−
a1 a2 a7
a3 a4 a6
a5 a8 a9
+
a1 a2 a4
a3 a6 a7
a5 a8 a9
+
a1 a2 a5
a3 a4 a6
a7 a8 a9
+
a1 a2 a6
a4 a3 a7
a5 a8 a9
−
a1 a2 a3
a4 a6 a7
a5 a8 a9
.
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For the general case, the computation of SB(X) are similar to the multi-linear case. Based on
the analysis of multi-linear case, we only need to find the set FC(X) in (4.14). For the general case,
the first column set of SB(X) is denoted as GFC(X).
Let X be a Young tableau of degree d and dimension n. Assume that the multiset of all the
vector variables appeared in X are
M(X) = {v1, · · · ,v1︸ ︷︷ ︸
α1
,v2, · · · ,v2︸ ︷︷ ︸
α2
, · · · ,vk, · · · ,vk︸ ︷︷ ︸
αk
} := {vα11 ,vα22 , · · · ,vαkk }, (4.20)
where αi > 0 is the multiplicity of vi. Assume that v1 ≺ v2 ≺ · · · ≺ vk lexicographically.
Let w ∈M(X), define
InRow(X,w) :=
{
i
∣∣∣ 1 ≤ i ≤ d, w appears in the i-th row of X}. (4.21)
If
v
γ1
1
v
γ2
2
...
v
γl
l
∈ GFC(X), then
(0). l ≤ k − (n − 1). This is because that in the first column, the vector variable vl with the
highest lexicographical order satisfies k−l ≥ n−1. This restriction can ensure that there are enough
vector variables higher than vl that can form a row in a term of ST (X) with vl.
(1). γ1 = α1. This is because the lowest element can only appears in the left-upper of a Young
tableau.
(2). max{0, α2 − γ1} ≤ γ2 ≤ #(InRow(X2,v2)), where X2 is the tableau obtained by deleting
the rows containing v1 in X . In order to make sure that v2 and v1 do not lie in the same row in
X , so v2 can only be chosen in X2. Since in the choosing rows that containing v1, the number v2
can not surpass γ1, so max{0, α2 − γ1} ≤ γ2, which implies α2 − γ2 ≤ γ1.
(3). max{0, α3 − γ1 − γ2} ≤ γ3 ≤ #(InRow(X3,v3)), where X3 is the tableau obtained by
deleting the rows containing v2 in X2. In order to make sure that v3 and v1,v2 do not lie in the
same row in X , so v3 can only be chosen in X3. Since in the choosing rows that containing v1,v2,
the number v3 can not surpass γ1+γ2, so max{0, α3−γ1−γ2} ≤ γ3, which implies α3−γ3 ≤ γ1+γ2.
· · · · · · · · ·
(i). max{0, αi −
∑i−1
j=1 γj} ≤ γi ≤ #(InRow(Xi,vi)), where Xi is the tableau obtained by
deleting the rows containing vi−1 in Xi−1. In order to make sure that vi and v1,v2, · · · ,vi−1 do
not lie in the same row in X , so vi can only be chosen in Xi. Since in the choosing rows that
containing v1,v2, · · · ,vi−1, the number vi can not surpass
∑i−1
j=1 γj , so max{0, αi−
∑i−1
j=1 γj} ≤ γi,
which implies αi − γi ≤
∑i−1
j=1 γj .
· · · · · · · · ·
(l). max{0, αl −
∑l−1
j=1 γj} ≤ γl ≤ #(InRow(Xl,vl)), where Xl is the tableau obtained by
deleting the rows containing vl−1 in Xl−1.
By the above analysis, we have
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Proposition 6. Let X be a Young tableau of degree d and dimension n. Then the first column set
of SB(X) is
GFC(X) =
{vγ11vγ22
...
v
γl
l
∣∣∣ l, γ1, γ2, · · · , γl satisfy (0), (1), · · · , (l)}. (4.22)
The following procedure is similar to the multilinear case when GFC(X) is achieved. Assume
that GFC(X) = {C1, C2, · · · , Cα}. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ α, denote Di = NR(DCR(X,Ci)), which is a
Young tableau of dimension (n− 1). By induction, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ α, we assume that ST (Di) has
been computed, denoted as ST (Di) =
∑ξi
j=1 λijEij . For 1 ≤ i ≤ α, define
Λi =
{
1 ≤ j ≤ ξi
∣∣∣ Ci ◦R Eij is straight}. (4.23)
For any 1 ≤ i ≤ α, 1 ≤ j ≤ d, assume the j-th element of Ci lies in the qij -th column of X , define
ǫi =
d∑
j=1
(qij − 1). (4.24)
Denoting the first row of X as t1 t2 · · · tn. For any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let tk appears in the ωijk-th column
of Ci ◦R Eij , define the permutation πij ∈ Sn as
πij(k) = ωijk, (∀ k = 1, 2, · · · , n). (4.25)
In the above procedure, there may exist 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ α, such that Ci = Cj , while Di 6= Dj , so
the definition of (4.24) and (4.25) will not make any confusion.
By the above analysis and the analysis of multilinear case, we have the following algorithm to
compute ST (X) in the general case.
Algorithm 5 Compute ST (X) in the general case
Input: A Young tableau X of degree d and dimension n
Output: ST (X)
1: Compute M(X) = {vα11 ,v
α2
2 , · · · ,v
αk
k }, where αi > 0 and v1 ≺ v2 ≺ · · · ≺ vk lexicographically.
2: Compute GFC(X) based on (4.22), whose elements are C1, · · · , Cα. For any ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ α, define
Di = NR(DCR(X,Ci)).
3: Repeating step 1,2 on Di (i = 1, 2, · · · , α), then we can get ST (Di) =
∑ξi
j=1 λijEij .
By (4.23), (4.24), (4.25), for any 1 ≤ i ≤ α, 1 ≤ j ≤ d, compute Λi, ǫi, πij .
4: return
∑α
i=1
∑
j∈Λi
sign(πij)
d(−1)ǫiλij Ci ◦R Eij .
Example 9. Let X =
a1 a2 a6
a2 a3 a4
a2 a4 a5
, then
Step 1, M(X) = {a1, a32, a3, a24, a5, a6}, and k = 6, n = d = 3. So l ≤ 4.
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Step 2, by (4.22), GFC(X) contains one element C1 =
a1
a2
a2
. So we have D1 =
a2 a6
a3 a4
a4 a5
.
Step 3, computing ST (D1).
ST (D1) =
a2 a4
a3 a5
a4 a6
−
a2 a4
a3 a4
a5 a6
−
a2 a3
a4 a5
a4 a6
.
Step 4, Λ1 = {1, 2, 3}; ε1 = 0 and π11 = π12 = π13 = id. Finally, we have
ST (X) =
a1 a2 a4
a2 a3 a5
a2 a4 a6
−
a1 a2 a4
a2 a3 a4
a2 a5 a6
−
a1 a2 a3
a2 a4 a5
a2 a4 a6
.
5 Testing of straightening algorithms
In this section, we will test the four straightening algorithms, i.e., classical straightening algorithm
vw, White’ straightening algorithm (we use algorithm C) white, Rota’s straightening algorithm
rota and the straightening algorithm based on dual bracket db, by specific examples. Then we
collect the data which can reflects the complexity of the straightening algorithms.
vw and white are the reduction procedures of Gro¨bner bases. Given a non-straight bracket
polynomial F , in these two straightening algorithms, one reduction by a Gro¨bner base will be
viewed as one step. Then we will get a new expression F ′ of F after each reduction, collect the
number of terms of F ′. Finally, we will get the data of total steps and the terms in each step of
straightening F by these two straightening algorithms.
In db, given a non-straight bracket polynomial F =
∑M
i=1 λiTi, where each Ti is a bracket
monomial. In algorithm 3, computing q = SB(F ) =
∑M
i=1 λiSB(Ti), which will be viewed as M
steps. And each computation of SB(LT (q)) viewed as one step. In each step, after combination, we
will get a new expression q′ of q, collecting the number of terms of q′. Finally, we will get the data
of total steps and the terms in each step of straightening F .
The texting data of vw, white and db will written as in the following form:
[number of terms in the first step, number of terms in the second step, and so on],
total steps, maximal term, total terms.
(5.1)
For instance, [14, 7, 2], 3, 14, 23 means: [14, 7, 2] is the collection of terms in each step, 3 is the
total steps, 14 is the maximal terms and 23 is the total terms. However, when the degree are higher
than 5, the number of terms in each step will be very large and the total step will be very large
too, so we only collect some main data, such as “total steps, maximal terms and total terms”.
rota is a little different from the above three straightening algorithms, it changes the straight-
ening process into a solving of a system of linear equations, and the coefficient matrix is lower
triangular with diagonal entries non-zero. So the number of non-zero entries in this coefficient ma-
trix can coarsely reflect the complexity of Rota’s straightening algorithm. Therefore, in rota, we
collect the data of the number of non-zero entries in the coefficient matrix. So in the following, the
collecting data about rota keeps invariant when the number of rows and columns do not change.
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In the following, we will present examples classified by the number of rows r and columns c of
the bracket monomials or just say r× c bracket monomials. We only list a few number of examples
when the case is quite simple, and list more when the case is representative.
(a). 3× 3 case: Since this case is quite simple, so we only collect the data of the following three
bracket monomials.
(i) :

a1 a8 a9a2 a6 a7
a3 a4 a5

 , (ii) :

a1 a6 a9a2 a3 a7
a4 a5 a8

 , (iii) :

a1 a5 a7a2 a6 a8
a3 a4 a9

 .
vw:
(i) [5, 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 31, 32, 30, 32, 36, 40, 41, 45, 47, 49, 46, 50, 54, 53, 57, 56, 56, 53, 55, 54, 51, 51,
47, 44, 45, 41, 41, 41, 39, 38, 35, 34, 32, 30, 28, 25, 23, 19, 19, 18, 18, 15, 11, 11, 10, 10, 7, 3], 56, 56, 1813;
(ii) [5, 3, 7, 5, 5, 7, 7, 11, 9, 9, 10], 11, 11, 78;
(iii) [5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 23, 27, 31, 32, 36, 34, 32, 30, 32, 32, 29, 28, 30, 29, 29, 26, 23, 23, 23], 25, 36, 639.
white:
(i) [3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 17, 13, 9], 10, 17, 100;
(ii) [3, 5, 6, 9, 10], 5, 10, 33;
(iii) [4, 8, 11, 14, 17, 19, 22, 26, 30, 28, 32, 29, 29, 30, 30, 27, 27, 23, 24, 24, 25], 21, 32, 479.
rota: 96.
db:
(i) [14, 7, 2], 3, 14, 23;
(ii) [12, 13, 9, 8, 10, 11, 5, 4, 3, 2], 10, 13, 77;
(iii) [13, 15, 18, 19, 19, 17, 18, 17, 16, 15, 18, 13, 13, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 7, 5, 4, 3, 2], 23, 19, 277.
(b). 4×3 case: In this case, vw will be eliminated from the text, while the other three straightening
algorithm seems so easy, so we collect the data of the following three bracket monomials.
(iv) :


a1 a11 a12
a2 a9 a10
a3 a7 a8
a4 a5 a6

 , (v) :


a1 a8 a12
a2 a7 a11
a3 a6 a10
a4 a5 a9

 , (vi) :


a1 a10 a11
a2 a7 a12
a3 a6 a8
a4 a5 a9

 .
vw: No results after 2 hours, the other methods return the answer in few minutes.
white:
(iv) [3, 5, 7, 9, 11, . . . , 87, 88, 89, 85, 81], 135, 143, 12459;
(v) [3, 5, 7, 9, 11, . . . , 120, 121, 121, 121], 296, 186, 36849;
(vi) [4, 7, 9, 11, 13, . . . , 181, 182, 183, 181], 258, 220, 42641.
rota: 2297.
db:
(iv) [54, 65, 76, 78, . . . , 4, 3, 2], 77, 76, 3266;
(v) [45, 54, 57, 49, . . . , 6, 6, 4, 3, 2], 121, 60, 4656;
(vi) [55, 64, 73, 79, . . . , 5, 4, 3, 2], 177, 119, 12564.
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(c). 5× 3 case: In this case, white and db reflects more differences, so we collect the data of the
following six bracket monomials.
(vii):


a1 a14 a15
a2 a12 a13
a3 a10 a11
a4 a8 a9
a5 a6 a7

, (viii):


a1 a3 a9
a2 a7 a8
a4 a10 a15
a5 a11 a13
a6 a12 a14

, (ix):


a1 a6 a10
a2 a7 a11
a3 a8 a12
a4 a9 a15
a5 a13 a14

,
(x):


a1 a10 a15
a2 a9 a14
a3 a8 a13
a4 a7 a12
a5 a6 a11

, (xi):


a1 a6 a10
a2 a7 a12
a3 a8 a15
a4 a9 a14
a5 a11 a13

, (xii):


a1 a6 a13
a2 a7 a15
a3 a8 a12
a4 a9 a14
a5 a10 a11

.
At this time, the data about the total steps, maximal term and total terms are:
white: db:
(vii) 2052 1069 1324824 267 237 29453
(viii) 571 422 171310 334 195 35892
(ix) 155 143 14661 112 61 4272
(x) 11020 3090 24345233 1718 797 856398
(xi) 2161 846 1321347 423 240 59161
(xii) 11581 4093 35537137 1396 762 634952
(d). 6 × 3 case: In this case, the computation costs too much time, so we only collect the data
of the following one bracket monomial.
(xiii) :


a1 a17 a18
a2 a15 a16
a3 a13 a14
a4 a11 a12
a5 a9 a10
a6 a7 a8

 .
white: No results after 24 hours;
db: [total steps, maximal term, total terms] = [1827595, 1624, 2037].
(e). Turnbull-Young invariant polynomial [15]. This polynomial depicts the condition of ten
points of three dimensional projective space lie in a common quadric surface. Let σ be a permutation
about the set {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, defined as
σ : 2 7→ 3, 3 7→ 4, 4 7→ 5, 5 7→ 6, 6 7→ 2.
Let S be the set of all permutations about {7, 8, 9}. For any 0 ≤ j ≤ 6, define
ρj : aj 7→ a7, a7 7→ aj , ak 7→ ak (∀ 0 ≤ k ≤ 9, k 6= j, 7).
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Setting
H =
4∑
i=0
∑
τ∈S
[a0a1aσi(2)aσi(3)][a0aσi(4)aσi(5)aσi(6)][a1aσi(5)aτ(7)aτ(8)]
[aσi(2)aσi(6)aτ(8)aτ(9)][aσi(3)aσi(4)aτ(7)aτ(9)],
K = H −
6∑
j=0
ρi(H).
The Turnbull-Young invariant polynomial is defined as− 120K. By the above definition, the Turnbull-
Young invariant polynomial contains 240 terms.
We using three straightening algorithms: vw, white and db to straightenK, and collect the data.
Our result shows that the straight expression of K possesses 473 terms, the concrete expression in
appendix I. While [18] get 138 terms about the straight expression of K. The computation was on
DELL workstation with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630v3 @ 2.40 GHz RAM @ 32 G. The data
are:
Table 1. data of Turnbull-Young invariant polynomial
Method Total steps Maxiaml term Total terms Time
vw 20834 6457 1.0× 108 11h
white 9845 2841 1.9× 107 6h
db 713 678 3.8× 105 3h
(g). In the following, we tested more examples, and the data will be given in curves: the green
one represents vw, the red one represents white, the black one represents rota and the blue one
represents db. The curves are collections of the date of total steps, total terms and the product of
total steps and total terms.
In the multi-linear case, when the number of rows and columns are 3, and vector variables are
a1, a2, · · · , a9, there are totally 238 non-straight bracket monomials. We tested them all. While in the
4×3 case, with vector variables a1, a2, · · · , a12. The total number of non-straight bracket monomials
is 1463, which is too hard to show in a graph, so we do not decided to test them all. Instead, we
make some simple changes on the 238 3 × 3 non-straight bracket monomials (i.e., let
f1 f2 f3
f4 f5 f6
f7 f8 f9
be a
3×3 non-straight bracket monomial, then change it into
f1 f2 a12
f4 f5 a11
f7 f8 a10
g1 g2 g3
, where g1,g2,g3 is the sequence
by sorting f9, f6, f3 into ascending form) and get 238 4 × 3 non-straight bracket monomials. We
make a remark that the following graphs are just a collection of data of straightening algorithms,
not depend on an fixed index. The resulting data (total terms, total steps), except rota which is a
uniform distribution, are fit for the normal distribution, with the mean µ and variance σ:
white:
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total terms total steps
3× 3 σ = 84.6, µ = 127.3 σ = 6.5, µ = 5.9
4× 3 σ = 6.7× 103, µ = 9.9× 103 σ = 90.1, µ = 87.1
db:
total terms total steps
3× 3 σ = 81.6, µ = 80.8 σ = 10.0, µ = 6.4
4× 3 σ = 1.9× 103, µ = 2.3× 103 σ = 50.6, µ = 37.6
vw:
total terms total steps
3× 3 σ = 296.8, µ = 551.8 σ = 14.4, µ = 15.6
(f). Complexity analysis in the multilinear case. Assume that the dimension of the bracket
monomial is n, with degree d. Define
Mn,d := the number of all normal Young tableaux of degree d and dimension n;
Nn,d := the number of all straight Young tableaux of degree d and dimension n;
Sn,d := max{term of SB(T ) | T is a Young tableau of degree d, dimension n};
bn := C
[(n+1)/2]
n+1 , where [(n+1)/2] is the largest integer smaller than (n+1)/2.
(5.2)
Note that in the multilinear case, Mn,d =
(dn)!
d!(n!)d
and Nn,d =
(dn)!∏d
i=1
∏n
j=1(i+ j − 1)
can be com-
puted by the hook-length formula [6]. By Stirling’s approximation [16] n! ≈ √2πn
(n
e
)n
, we have
Mn,d ≈ dd(n−1)n− 12 (d−1), bn ≈ 2nn− 12 , Sn,d ≤ (n!)d−1 ≈ e−(d−1)(n− 12 )n(d−1)(n+ 12 ),
(5.3)
and
Nn,d =
(dn)!2!3! · · · (d− 1)!
n!(n+ 1)! · · · (n+ d− 1)!
≈
√
d!n!
(n+ d− 1)!
ddnndn2233 · · · (d− 1)d−1
nn(n+ 1)n+1 · · · (n+ d− 1)n+d−1
≈ 2
233 · · · (d− 1)d−1ddddn− d2+ 14ndn−n2 + 14
(n+ 1)n+1 · · · (n+ d− 2)n+d−2(n+ d− 1)n+d−1(n+ d− 1) 12 (n+d−1)+ 14 .
(5.4)
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Denote h =
∑n
i=1 i ln i and S(i) =
∑i
j=1 j =
i(i+ 1)
2
, then
h =
n∑
i=1
(S(i)− S(i− 1)) ln i = −
n−1∑
i=1
S(i)(ln(i + 1)− ln i) + S(n) lnn
= −
n−1∑
i=1
i(i+ 1)
2
(
1
i
− 1
2i2
+
1
3i3
+O(
1
i4
)
)
+
1
2
n(n+ 1) lnn
= −
n−1∑
i=1
(
i+ 1
2
− 1
4
− 1
12i
)
+
1
2
n(n+ 1) lnn+O(1)
= −1
4
n2 +
1
2
(n2 + n+
1
6
) lnn+O(1)
The last equality is due to
∑n−1
i=1 i
−1 = lnn + O(1). If f = 2233 · · · (d − 1)d−1dd and g = (n +
1)n+1 · · · (n+ d− 2)n+d−2(n+ d− 1)n+d−1, then
ln f = −1
4
d2 +
1
2
(d2 + d+
1
6
) ln d+O(1),
ln g = −1
4
(n+ d− 1)2 + 1
4
n2 +
1
2
((n+ d− 1)2 + (n+ d− 1) + 1
6
) ln(n+ d− 1)
−1
2
(n2 + n+
1
6
) lnn+O(1).
Hence,
Nn,d = e
ln f−ln gddn−
d
2+
1
4ndn−
n
2 +
1
4 (n+ d− 1)− 12 (n+d−1)− 14
≈ e 12 (dn−n−d)ddn+ 12d2+ 13ndn+ 12n2+ 13 (n+ d− 1)− 12 (n+d−1)(n+d+1)− 13 .
(5.5)
(f.1). vw. If d = 2. Consider it in the worst case. Since in the first step, the input bracket
monomial will returns C2n+1 terms. In the second step, we should choose the leaning term of the
output of the first step under the row order, so we will get at most C2n+1 + C
3
n+1 − 1 terms. After
this, in the third step, we need to choose the leaning term of the output of the second step under
the row order, so we will get at most C2n+1 + C
3
n+1 + C
4
n+1 − 2 terms, and so on. Finally, the total
terms of vw when d is 2 is less than or equal to
C2n+1 +
(
C2n+1 + C
3
n+1 − 1
)
+ · · ·+ (C2n+1 + C3n+1 + · · ·+ Cnn+1 − (n− 2))
= 3(n+ 1)2n − (n+ 1)2 − 1
2
(n− 1)(n− 2) = O(n2n), (5.6)
and the total steps is less than or equal to (n− 1).
If d ≥ 3, then in the first step, the worst case returns bn terms. Since d ≥ 3, so we can not make
sure the non-straight column will backward after each step. Therefore, in the second step, the total
term is at most 2bn − 1. Then in the third step, the total term is at most 3bn − 2. Note that there
are Mn,d −Nn,d non-straight bracket monomials of degree d and dimension n, so vw needs at most
Mn,d −Nn,d steps. Finally, the total terms of vw is less than or equal to
bn + 2bn − 1 + 3bn − 2 + · · ·+ (Mn,d −Nn,d)bn − (Mn,d −Nn,d − 1)
=
1
2
(Mn,d −Nn,d)
{
(Mn,d −Nn,d + 1)(bn − 1) + 2)
}
= O(M2n,dbn) = O(d
2d(n−1)n−(d−
1
2 )2n),
(5.7)
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and the total steps is less than or equal to (Mn,d −Nn,d).
(f.2). white. The worest case is similar to vw.
(f.3). rota. The number of non-zero elements of the coefficient matrix in Rota’s straightening
algorithm is less than or equal to
1
2
Nn,d(Nn,d+1). The algorithm of enumerating all straight bracket
monomials of degree d and dimension n has complexity Nn,d. So the complexity of rota is
O(N3n,d) = O
(
e
3
2 (dn−n−d)d3dn+
3
2d
2+1n3dn+
3
2n
2+1(n+ d− 1)− 32 (n+d−1)(n+d+1)−1
)
. (5.8)
(f.4). db. The first step returns at most Sn,d terms. Then in the second step, we should choose
the leading term of the result of first step under the negative column order, and compute its special
bracket polynomial. So in the second step, we get at most 2Sn,d − 1 terms. Similarly, in the third
step, we get at most 3Sn,d − 2 terms, and so on. The total step is at most Nn,d. Since at the final
step of algorithm 3, all the terms cancels. Therefore, the total terms of db is less than or equal to
Sn,d + 2Sn,d − 1 + 3Sn,d − 2 + · · ·+ (Nn,d − 1)Sn,d − (Nn,d − 2)
=
1
2
(
(Sn,d − 1)N2n,d − (Sn,d − 3)Nn,d − 1
)
= O(N2n,dSn,d)
= O
(
e−
1
2dd2dn+d
2+ 23n3nd+n
2+ 12 d−n+
1
6 (n+ d− 1)−(n+d−1)(n+d+1)−23
)
.
(5.9)
and the total steps is less than or equal to Nn,d.
In a conclusion, we get the following tables of the complexity estimation of different straightening
algorithms.
When n = 3, we have
Table 2. complexity estimation of different straightening algorithms when n = 3
Methods Total terms Total steps Maximal steps
vw and white e4d ln d−d ln 3 e2d ln d−
1
2
d ln 3
e
2d ln d− 1
2
d ln 3
rota e
3d+9d ln 3−12 ln d
e
d+3d ln 3−4 ln d
db e
−
1
2
d+ 19
2
d ln 3−8 ln d
e
d+3d ln 3−4 ln d
e
−
3
2
d−4 ln d+ 13
2
d ln 3
When n = 4, we have
Table 3. complexity estimation of different straightening algorithms when n = 4
Methods Total terms Total steps Maximal steps
vw and white e6d ln d−2d ln 2 e3d ln d−d ln 2 e3d ln d−d ln 2
rota e
9
2
d+24d ln 2− 45
2
ln d
e
3
2
d+8d ln 2− 15
2
ln d
db e
−
1
2
d+ 31
2
d ln 3−15 ln d
e
3
2
d+8d ln 2− 15
2
ln d
e
−2d− 17
2
lnd+17d ln 2
In the general case, we have
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Table 4. complexity estimation of total terms of different straightening algorithms
Methods Total terms
vw and white
{
n2n, if d = 2;
d2d(n−1)n−(d−
1
2
)2n, if d > 2.
rota e
dn−n−d
d
2dn+d2+ 2
3n
2dn+n2+ 2
3 (n+ d− 1)−(n+d−1)(n+d+1)−
2
3
db e
−
1
2
d
d
2dn+d2+ 2
3n
3nd+n2+ 1
2
d−n+ 1
6 (n+ d− 1)−(n+d−1)(n+d+1)−
2
3
Table 5. complexity estimation of total steps of different straightening algorithms
Methods Total steps
vw and white
{
n− 1, if d = 2;
dd(n−1)n−
1
2
(d−1), if d > 2.
rota e
1
2
(dn−n−d)
d
dn+ 1
2
d2+ 1
3n
dn+ 1
2
n2+ 1
3 (n+ d− 1)−
1
2
(n+d−1)(n+d+1)− 1
3
db e
1
2
(dn−n−d)
d
dn+ 1
2
d2+ 1
3n
dn+ 1
2
n2+ 1
3 (n+ d− 1)−
1
2
(n+d−1)(n+d+1)− 1
3
Table 6. complexity estimation of maximal term of different straightening algorithms
Methods Maximal term
vw and white
{
2n, if d = 2;
dd(n−1)n−
1
2
d2n, if d > 2.
db e
−
1
2
n(d−1)
d
dn+ 1
2
d2+ 1
3 n
2dn+ 1
2
n2+ 1
2
d−n− 1
6 (n+ d− 1)−
1
2
(n+d−1)(n+d+1)− 1
3
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we present another new straightening algorithm which is fairly similar to Rota’s
straightening algorithm, while do not has its defect. The examples and the complexity analysis
shown in section 5 tell us that this new straightening algorithm is much better than the others
when the degree and dimension are higher.
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7 Appendix I: straightening expression of Turnbull-Young invariant
polynomial
In the following, for convenience, we use the subscript i of ai to represent it, where i = 0, 1, · · · , 9.
The integers outside the brackets refer to coefficients. Then the straightening expression of Turnbull-
Young invariant polynomial equals to the following bracket polynomial times − 120 .
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+2[0134][0246][1367][2589][5789] +2[0124][0236][1567][3589][4789] +2[0125][0126][3457][3489][6789]
+2[0123][0247][1467][3589][5689] +2[0123][0157][2467][3489][5689] +2[0124][0237][1457][3689][5689]
+2[0124][0235][1357][4689][6789] +2[0124][0236][1357][4589][6789] +2[0136][0247][1457][2589][3689]
+2[0124][0345][1367][2589][6789] +2[0134][0235][1467][2589][6789] +2[0134][0237][1467][2589][5689]
+2[0135][0347][1467][2589][2689] +2[0135][0246][1267][3489][5789] +2[0124][0257][1357][3689][4689]
+2[0134][0234][1567][2689][5789] +2[0134][0146][2357][2689][5789] +2[0134][0247][1357][2689][5689]
+2[0123][0245][1347][5689][6789] +2[0125][0236][1457][3489][6789] +2[0123][0256][1457][3689][4789]
+2[0124][0234][1367][5689][5789] +2[0134][0147][2367][2589][5689] +2[0123][0167][2467][3589][4589]
+2[0135][0235][1267][4689][4789] +2[0136][0237][1257][4589][4689] +2[0145][0257][1267][3489][3689]
+2[0135][0257][1367][2489][4689] +2[0123][0256][1467][3489][5789] +2[0136][0257][1267][3489][4589]
+2[0126][0347][1357][2589][4689] +2[0125][0137][2347][4689][5689] +2[0124][0127][3467][3589][5689]
+2[0125][0345][1467][2689][3789] +2[0126][0357][1467][2489][3589] +2[0126][0246][1347][3589][5789]
+2[0123][0124][3467][5689][5789] +2[0125][0347][1347][2689][5689] +2[0123][0246][1467][3589][5789]
+2[0124][0126][3567][3589][4789] +2[0124][0136][2356][4789][5789] +2[0124][0137][2467][3589][5689]
+2[0123][0137][2467][4589][5689] +2[0125][0346][1357][2689][4789] +2[0123][0156][2467][3589][4789]
+2[0135][0267][1467][2489][3589] +2[0126][0137][2457][3589][4689] +2[0124][0347][1567][2589][3689]
+2[0124][0237][1357][4689][5689] +2[0134][0136][2467][2589][5789] +2[0125][0345][1367][2689][4789]
+2[0123][0235][1567][4689][4789] +2[0125][0245][1367][3489][6789] +2[0135][0236][1257][4689][4789]
+2[0135][0357][1467][2489][2689] +2[0125][0345][1367][2489][6789] +2[0124][0145][2367][3689][5789]
+2[0124][0134][2567][3589][6789] +2[0134][0237][1257][4689][5689] +2[0136][0246][1257][3589][4789]
+2[0134][0135][2567][2689][4789] +2[0123][0235][1467][4689][5789] +2[0126][0236][1457][3589][4789]
+2[0123][0256][1367][4589][4789] +2[0124][0356][1357][2489][6789] +2[0136][0346][1457][2589][2789]
+2[0123][0147][2367][4589][5689] +2[0124][0235][1567][3689][4789] +2[0124][0157][2367][3489][5689]
+2[0134][0145][2367][2589][6789] +2[0123][0346][1567][2589][4789] +2[0126][0136][2357][4589][4789]
+2[0125][0146][2357][3489][6789] +2[0123][0156][2467][3489][5789] +2[0124][0246][1357][3689][5789]
+2[0134][0137][2457][2689][5689] +2[0126][0126][3457][3589][4789] +2[0126][0137][2367][4589][4589]
+2[0123][0146][2457][3689][5789] +2[0135][0247][1367][2589][4689] +2[0135][0235][1467][2689][4789]
+2[0134][0247][1267][3589][5689] +2[0135][0236][1457][2489][6789] +2[0134][0245][1357][2689][6789]
+2[0125][0136][2467][3589][4789] +2[0123][0467][1467][2589][3589] +2[0134][0156][2367][2589][4789]
+2[0125][0345][1347][2689][6789] +2[0136][0246][1357][2589][4789] +2[0135][0246][1457][2689][3789]
+2[0124][0234][1357][5689][6789] +2[0124][0247][1367][3589][5689] +2[0134][0157][2357][2689][4689]
+2[0246][0135][1367][2489][5789] +2[0135][0267][1267][3489][4589] +2[0124][0347][1357][2689][5689]
+2[0124][0135][2457][3689][6789] +2[0124][0135][2347][5689][6789] +2[0125][0135][2467][3489][6789]
+2[0134][0157][2367][2489][5689] +2[0125][0237][1467][3589][4689] +2[0134][0257][1257][3689][4689]
+2[0134][0236][1467][2589][5789] +2[0124][0356][1357][2689][4789] +2[0135][0246][1467][2589][3789]
+2[0124][0237][1367][4589][5689] +2[0125][0137][2467][3489][5689] +2[0126][0127][3467][3589][4589]
+2[0124][0125][3467][3689][5789] +2[0135][0237][1457][2689][4689] +2[0124][0235][1346][5789][6789]
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+2[0124][0256][1457][3689][3789] +2[0124][0367][1467][2589][3589] +2[0145][0367][1367][2489][2589]
+2[0135][0134][2457][2689][6789] +2[0134][0167][2589][2367][4589] +2[0125][0267][1467][3489][3589]
+2[0134][0235][1456][2789][6789] +2[0134][0256][1357][2689][4789] +2[0124][0135][2345][6789][6789]
+2[[0125]0246][1367][3589][4789] +2[0134][0356][1467][2589][2789] +2[0146][0247][1257][3589][3689]
+2[0125][0236][1347][4689][5789] +2[0123][0125][3457][4689][6789] +2[0136][0247][1347][2589][5689]
+2[0125][0247][1367][3489][5689] +2[0134][0136][2457][2589][6789] +2[0124][0135][2356][4789][6789]
+2[0134][0246][1257][3689][5789] +2[0123][0134][2456][5789][6789] +2[0124][0235][1456][3789][6789]
+2[0134][0235][1246][5789][6789] +2[0135][0246][1267][3589][4789] +2[0134][0357][1457][2689][2689]
+2[0134][0345][1567][2689][2789] +2[0126][0347][1367][2589][4589] +2[0135][0237][1247][4689][5689]
+2[0134][0257][1467][2589][3689] +2[0124][0136][2457][3689][5789] +2[0134][0236][1457][2689][5789]
+2[0135][0246][1247][3689][5789] +2[0135][0247][1257][4689][3689] +2[0134][0367][1467][2589][2589]
+2[0126][0247][1467][3589][3589] +2[0124][0267][1367][3589][4589] +2[0125][0347][1457][2689][3689]
+2[0123][0267][1367][4589][4589] +2[0126][0247][1357][3589][4689] +2[0134][0236][1247][5689][5789]
+2[0134][0234][1257][5689][6789] +2[0124][0237][1567][3589][4689] +2[0126][0357][1357][2489][4689]
+2[0123][0257][1357][4689][4689]−2[0124][0235][1345][6789][6789]−2[0124][0136][2346][5789][5789]
−2[0125][0246][1357][3489][6789]−2[0123][0246][1567][3589][4789]−2[0124][0245][1567][3689][3789]
−2[0134][0234][1567][2589][6789]−2[0135][0367][1467][2489][2589]−2[0123][0137][2457][4689][5689]
−2[0134][0156][2357][2689][4789]−2[0124][0136][2467][3589][5789]−2[0134][0237][1267][4589][5689]
−2[0134][0247][1367][2589][5689]−2[0135][0237][1467][2589][4689]−2[0125][0147][2367][3489][5689]
−2[0134][0147][2357][2689][5689]−2[0124][0346][1357][2589][6789]−2[0134][0235][1567][2689][4789]
−2[0124][0245][1357][3689][6789]−2[0123][0267][1467][3589][4589]−2[0135][0246][1257][3689][4789]
−2[0126][0127][3457][3589][4689]−2[0126][0347][1467][2589][3589]−2[0134][0246][1357][2689][5789]
−2[0126][0346][1357][2589][4789]−2[0134][0234][1267][5689][5789]−2[0125][0347][1357][2689][4689]
−2[0124][0236][1457][3689][5789]−2[0135][0245][1347][2689][6789]−2[0134][0236][1257][4689][5789]
−2[0125][0235][1467][3489][6789]−2[0134][0235][1256][4789][6789]−2[0124][0234][1567][3589][6789]
−2[0123][0156][2367][4789][4589]−2[0125][0367][1467][2489][3589]−2[0123][0245][1567][3689][4789]
−2[0134][0256][1367][2589][4789]−2[0123][0126][3567][4589][4789]−2[0124][0345][1367][2689][5789]
−2[0123][0256][1357][4689][4789]−2[0124][0135][2567][3689][4789]−2[0124][0245][1367][3689][5789]
−2[0134][0356][1457][2689][2789]−2[0135][0257][1467][2489][3689]−2[0124][0256][1357][3689][4789]
−2[0124][0235][1356][4789][6789]−2[0134][0235][1267][4589][6789]−2[0135][0236][1267][4589][4789]
−2[0124][0236][1457][3589][6789]−2[0135][0247][1457][2689][3689]−2[0134][0136][2567][2589][4789]
−2[0134][0246][1357][2589][6789]−2[0123][0145][2467][3689][5789]−2[0124][0234][1567][3689][5789]
−2[0125][0346][1347][2689][5789]−2[0126][0357][1367][2489][4589]−2[0134][0267][1467][2589][3589]
−2[0124][0146][2357][3589][6789]−2[0136][0236][1257][4589][4789]−2[0125][0136][2367][4589][4789]
−2[0124][0134][2356][5789][6789]−2[0126][0246][1357][3589][4789]−2[0135][0257][1267][3489][4689]
−2[0135][0246][1357][2489][6789]−2[0124][0237][1467][3589][5689]−2[0125][0145][2367][3489][6789]
−2[0134][0256][1467][2589][3789]−2[0134][0235][1247][5689][6789]−2[0124][0356][1367][2589][4789]
−2[0124][0135][2467][3689][5789]−2[0124][0347][1367][2589][5689]−2[0134][0237][1247][5689][5689]
−2[0125][0125][3467][3489][6789]−2[0146][0257][1257][3489][3689]−2[0145][0247][1267][3589][3689]
−2[0124][0137][2457][3689][5689]−2[0126][0237][1457][3589][4689]−2[0134][0247][1257][3689][5689]
−2[0136][0347][1457][2589][2689]−2[0123][0347][1567][2589][4689]−2[0125][0346][1457][2689][3789]
−2[0134][0235][1467][2689][5789]−2[0124][0357][1357][2689][4689]−2[0125][0347][1367][2589][4689]
−2[0134][0136][2457][2689][5789]−2[0123][0257][1457][3689][4689]−2[0123][0146][2456][3789][5789]
−2[0136][0257][1257][3489][4689]−2[0125][0346][1367][2589][4789]−2[0134][0256][1257][3689][4789]
−2[0134][0256][1257][3489][6789]−2[0123][0136][2467][4589][5789]−2[0126][0247][1457][3589][3689]
−2[0126][0247][1367][3589][4589]−2[0135][0247][1247][3689][5689]−2[0134][0237][1457][2689][5689]
−2[0124][0247][1357][3689][5689]−2[0126][0137][2467][3589][4589]−2[0134][0145][2357][2689][6789]
−2[0123][0145][2346][5789][6789]−2[0136][0247][1357][2589][4689]−2[0126][0137][2357][4589][4689]
−2[0125][0126][3467][3589][4789]−2[0145][0357][1367][2489][2689]−2[0124][0136][2357][4589][6789]
−2[0125][0136][2457][3489][6789]−2[0135][0267][1367][2489][4589]−2[0126][0247][1347][3589][5689]
−2[0135][0236][1247][4689][5789]−2[0124][0357][1467][2589][3689]−2[0123][0245][1367][4689][5789]
−2[0136][0246][1347][2589][5789]−2[0124][0136][2367][4589][5789]−2[0125][0235][1347][4689][6789]
−2[0125][0237][1347][4689][5689]−2[0125][0127][3467][3489][5689]−2[0134][0245][1267][3589][6789]
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−2[0123][0345][1567][2689][4789]−2[0124][0236][1357][4689][5789]−2[0125][0246][1347][3589][6789]
−2[0123][0135][2457][4689][6789]−2[0135][0236][1467][2489][5789]−2[0135][0236][1457][2689][4789]
−2[0134][0146][2367][2589][5789]−2[0134][0235][1245][6789][6789]−2[0124][0235][1367][4689][5789]
−2[0126][0257][1467][3489][3589]−2[0123][0256][1467][3589][4789]−2[0124][0257][1457][3689][3689]
−2[0126][0136][2457][3589][4789]−2[0135][0346][1467][2589][2789]−2[0125][0136][2347][4689][5789]
−2[0125][0236][1467][3589][4789]−2[0135][0245][1467][2689][3789]−2[0123][0356][1467][2589][4789]
−2[0135][0245][1267][3689][4789]−2[0136][0247][1257][3589][4689]−2[0135][0247][1267][3489][5689]
−2[0123][0356][1457][2489][6789]−2[0123][0167][2367][4589][4589]−2[0134][0267][1367][2589][4589]
−2[0136][0246][1457][2589][3789]−2[0124][0124][3567][3689][5789]−2[0124][0346][1357][2689][5789]
−2[0134][0134][2567][2689][5789]−2[0135][0246][1367][2589][4789]−2[0124][0267][1467][3589][3589]
−2[0124][0246][1367][3589][5789]−2[0134][0257][1357][2689][4689]−2[0125][0237][1467][3489][5689]
−2[0124][0235][1347][5689][6789]−2[0135][0237][1257][4689][4689]−2[0134][0257][1367][2489][5689]
+4[0126][0136][2347][4589][5789] +4[0124][0136][2457][3589][6789] +4[0123][0257][1467][3589][4689]
+4[0123][0146][2356][4789][5789] +4[0124][0137][2357][4689][5689] +4[0123][0136][2567][4589][4789]
+4[0123][0234][1456][5789][6789] +4[0124][0246][1357][3589][6789] +4[0123][0357][1467][2489][5689]
+4[0123][0345][1457][2689][6789] +4[0125][0135][2347][4689][6789] +4[0134][0236][1257][4589][6789]
+4[0136][0246][1247][3589][5789] +4[0125][0346][1347][2589][6789] +4[0134][0134][2567][2589][6789]
+4[0134][0137][2567][2589][4689] +4[0124][0357][1367][2589][4689] +4[0123][0346][1456][2789][5789]
+4[0134][0256][1267][3589][4789] +4[0126][0347][1347][2589][5689] +4[0124][0346][1367][2589][5789]
+4[0136][0237][1247][4589][5689] +4[0125][0347][1367][2489][5689] +4[0123][0246][1456][3789][5789]
+4[0123][0346][1457][2589][6789] +4[0124][0235][1467][3589][6789] +4[0123][0234][1467][5689][5789]
+4[0123][0247][1457][3689][5689] +4[0123][0345][1467][2689][5789] +4[0123][0347][1457][2689][5689]
+4[0123][0357][1467][2589][4689] +4[0124][0134][2567][3689][5789] +4[0135][0246][1347][2589][6789]
+4[0123][0356][1457][2689][4789] +4[0123][0245][1467][3689][5789] +4[0123][0156][2357][4689][4789]
+4[0124][0125][3456][3789][6789] +4[0123][0456][1467][2589][3789] +4[0124][0356][1367][2489][5789]
+4[0123][0134][2567][4689][5789] +4[0134][0267][1267][3589][4589] +4[0123][0247][1347][5689][5689]
+4[0123][0346][1467][2589][5789] +4[0134][0257][1367][2589][4689] +4[0123][0236][1456][4789][5789]
+4[0123][0157][2457][3689][4689] +4[0135][0237][1467][2489][5689] +4[0124][0257][1467][3589][3689]
+4[0134][0245][1267][3689][5789] +4[0123][0147][2347][5689][5689]−4[0124][0135][2456][3789][6789]
−4[0134][0237][1567][2589][4689]−4[0124][0357][1367][2489][5689]−4[0123][0145][2367][4689][5789]
−4[0123][0156][2457][3689][4789]−4[0135][0245][1267][3489][6789]−4[0123][0146][2357][4689][5789]
−4[0123][0146][2567][3589][4789]−4[0124][0135][2467][3589][6789]−4[0136][0236][1247][4589][5789]
−4[0126][0137][2347][4589][5689]−4[0134][0256][1267][3489][5789]−4[0124][0367][1367][2589][4589]
−4[0136][0247][1247][3589][5689]−4[0124][0137][2567][3589][4689]−4[0123][0146][2346][5789][5789]
−4[0123][0257][1367][4589][4689]−4[0124][0257][1367][3589][4689]−4[0123][0356][1467][2489][5789]
−4[0134][0357][1467][2589][2689]−4[0123][0136][2456][4789][5789]−4[0126][0346][1347][2589][5789]
−4[0134][0246][1267][3589][5789]−4[0123][0357][1457][2689][4689]−4[0124][0247][1567][3589][3689]
−4[0123][0134][2457][5689][6789]−4[0123][0135][2567][4689][4789]−4[0135][0247][1367][2489][5689]
−4[0123][0236][1457][4689][5789]−4[0123][0245][1467][3589][6789]−4[0134][0137][2467][2589][5689]
−4[0134][0157][2367][2589][4689]−4[0124][0125][3457][3689][6789]−4[0123][0234][1457][5689][6789]
−4[0134][0257][1267][3589][4689]−4[0125][0346][1357][2489][6789]−4[0134][0236][1457][2589][6789]
−4[0125][0346][1367][2489][5789]−4[0123][0157][2357][4689][4689]−4[0123][0145][2456][3789][6789]
−4[0134][0135][2467][2589][6789] +6[0123][0145][2345][6789][6789] +6[0123][0157][2367][4589][4689]
+6[0134][0257][1267][3489][5689] +6[0123][0135][2467][4589][6789] +6[0136][0247][1257][3489][5689]
+6[0135][0236][1247][4589][6789] +6[0123][0457][1457][2689][3689] +6[0123][0145][2457][3689][6789]
+6[0124][0135][2367][4689][5789] +6[0123][0145][2356][4789][6789] +6[0123][0146][2367][4589][5789]
+6[0123][0246][1457][3589][6789] +6[0123][0136][2457][4689][5789] +6[0123][0145][2567][3689][4789]
+6[0123][0126][3457][4589][6789] +6[0123][0126][3456][4789][5789] +6[0126][0346][1357][2489][5789]
+6[0123][0247][1367][4589][5689]−6[0124][0137][2347][5689][5689]−6[0125][0136][2347][4589][6789]
−6[0123][0257][1467][3489][5689]−6[0123][0137][2567][4589][4689]−6[0123][0157][2467][3589][4689]
−6[0123][0457][1467][2589][3689]−6[0124][0126][3457][3589][6789]−6[0123][0247][1357][4689][5689]
−6[0136][0246][1257][3489][5789]−6[0124][0136][2357][4689][5789]−6[0124][0124][3567][3589][6789]
−6[0126][0347][1357][2489][5689]−6[0123][0456][1457][2689][3789]−6[0135][0246][1247][3589][6789]
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−6[0123][0145][2367][4589][6789] −6[0123][0147][2467][3589][5689] −6[0123][0145][2467][3589][6789]
−6[0123][0347][1467][2589][5689] −6[0124][0135][2357][4689][6789] −6[0124][0134][2367][5689][5789]
−6[0123][0124][3457][5689][6789] +8[0124][0125][3467][3589][6789] +8[0123][0234][1567][4589][6789]
+8[0123][0125][3467][4689][5789] +8[0123][0127][3457][4689][5689] +8[0123][0246][1346][5789][5789]
+8[0124][0136][2347][5689][5789] +8[0123][0245][1367][4589][6789] +8[0123][0156][2457][3489][6789]
+8[0123][0126][3467][4589][5789] +8[0123][0145][2347][5689][6789] +8[0123][0146][2357][4589][6789]
+8[0135][0246][1257][3489][6789] −8[0123][0136][2457][4589][6789] −8[0123][0246][1356][4789][5789]
−8[0123][0246][1457][3689][5789] −8[0123][0245][1346][5789][6789] −8[0123][0234][1567][4689][5789]
−8[0123][0345][1467][2589][6789] −8[0123][0346][1457][2689][5789] −8[0123][0256][1457][3489][6789]
−8[0123][0235][1467][4589][6789] +10[0123][0236][1467][4589][5789] +10[0123][0147][2567][3589][4689]
+10[0124][0135][2367][4589][6789]−10[0123][0125][3467][4589][6789]−10[0123][0237][1467][4589][5689]
−10[0123][0246][1357][4589][6789]−10[0123][0246][1367][4589][5789]−10[0123][0124][3567][4689][5789]
+12[0123][0123][4567][4689][5789]−12[0123][0134][2567][4589][6789]−12[0123][0246][1347][5689][5789]
−12[0123][0123][4567][4589][6789] +14[0123][0246][1357][4689][5789]−14[0123][0126][3457][4689][5789]
+18[0123][0124][3567][4589][6789] +22[0123][0124][3456][5789][6789]
8 Appendix II: straightening coefficients
In this section, we will consider the formula of straightening coefficients in bracket algebra. This
have been studied in [2], [4], [8]. Their proofs are based on Rota’s straightening algorithm [3] and a
technique raised by Clausen [2]. Now we will give a proof about the formulas based on dual bracket.
Definition 24. Let S, T be two Young tableaux of degree d and dimension n, define
E(S, T ) :=
∑
∃ σ2,··· ,σd∈Sn, s.t.,
T=NC(Sid,σ2,··· ,σd )
sign(σ2) · · · sign(σd). (8.1)
This notation T = NC(Sid,σ2,··· ,σd) is similar to the notation S ↔ X l T in [8] or C(RS) in [2],
[4]. By definition 21 and definition 24, we have
Lemma 8. Let Y be a Young tableau, assume that DT (Y ) =
∑
λiYi, then λi = E(Y, Yi).
As a corollary of lemma 8 and algorithm 3, we have the following result about straightening
coefficients.
Corollary 2. Let Y be a non-straight bracket monomial and Y =
∑
λiSi be the straight expression
of Y in the descending form under the negative column order, then
λ1 = 1,
λi = E(Y, Si)−
∑
j<i
λjE(Sj , Si), i ≥ 2. (8.2)
From (8.2), we find that the straightening coefficient λi depends not only on Y , but also on
Sj , j < i.
